AIR DRIVEN HIGH SPEED HANDPIECE REPAIR (50K RPM & ABOVE)

TURBINE REBUILD MANUAL CHUCK  BASE PRICE
STAR, MIDWEST, NSK, JAPAN CANISTER
KAVO, LARES

TURBINE REBUILD AUTO CHUCK PB OR LEVER BASE PRICE
STAR, MIDWEST, NSK, JAPAN CANISTER, MTI
KAVO, LARES
AUTOCHUCK REPLACEMENT ADD TO BASE PRICE

OPTIC BUNDLE REPLACEMENT (GLASS ROD BY ESTIMATE)
KAVO
MIDWEST TRADITION ONLY
NSK

AIR DRIVEN SLOW SPEED HANDPIECE REPAIR STANDARD OVERHAUL (50K RPM & LOWER)
KAVO 2307L,2320L
KAVO 2307LN,2320LN
KAVO 2313L,2313LN
KAVO 2307L,2320L
KAVO HEADS
KAVO 181K
KAVO 182
KAVO PROPHY WIZ
STAR 20K MOTOR
STAR 5K MOTOR
STAR ATTACHMENTS
STAR HEADS
MIDWEST RDH
MIDWEST SHORTY 1SPD
MIDWEST SHORTH 2 SPD
NSK
MTI OR LYNX 20K – 30K
ATTACHMENTS GENERIC
NOSE CONE GENERIC
CHAMPION / COSTAL LITTLE GUY

AIR SCALERS
KAVO (W/OPTICS ADD $10)
STAR & CHAMPION
MICRO MEGA ENDO
ELECTRIC LAB HANDPIECE
BUFFALO, AGD, ETC
UPOWER, JELENKO
OSADA, EWL, MICROTOAR
NEY

ELECTRIC HANDPIECE MOTORS W/ BRUSHES
KAVO196, BIEN AIR, MIDWEST, W&H, NSK, SIRONA

ELECTRIC HANDPIECE MOTORS BRUSHLESS
KAVO700, 701, 702, W&H, NSK, SIRONA

ELECTRIC HANDPIECE ATTACHMENTS
KAVO LPA
KAVO LHA
STAR, NSK, W&H, BIENAIR AND MIDWEST 1:5

IMPLANT, SURGICAL AND TORQUE MULTIPLIERS
BICON, NOUVAG, ANTHOGYR
HALL SURGAI RTOME, 3M,
HALL BURR GUARD

SURGICAL, ELECTRIC BRUSHLES
ST RYKER COMMAND II AND ORAL MAX

CROWN AND BRIDGE REMOVER
ANTHO GyR, DENT CORP

WE NOW REPAIR ELECTRIC HANDPIECE MOTORS CORDS
KAVO W&H BIENAIR NSK, SIRONA AND OTHERS

HANDPIECE WARRANTY INFORMATION
90 DAY WARRANTY ON HIGH SPEED HANDPIECES (ANY HANDPIECE OR ATTACHMENT WHICH EXCEEDS
50K RPM OR CPS)
90 DAY WARRANTY ON SURGICAL AND IMPLANT HANDPIECES AND ATTACHMENTS
6 MONTH WARRANTY ON SLOW SPEED HANDPIECES (EXCLUDING BRUSHES AND ARMATUATURS)
6 MONTH WARRANTY ON NOSECONES AND ATTACHMENTS (EXCLUDING THOSE MENTIONED ABOVE)
BRUSHES AND ARMATURE ARE NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY.
WE CAN NO LONGER WARRANTY HANDPIECE OVER 10 YEARS OLD.
WARRANTY IS LIMITED TO WORK PERFORMED AND PARTS REPLACED.
DAMAGE, ABUSE OR LACK OF PROPER MAINTAINANCE CAN VOID WARRANTY.

ULTRASONIC SCALERS - DENTSPLY
CAVITRON DUAL SELECT
CAVITRON 1010
CAVITRON 2002
CAVITRON 660
CAVITRON BOBCAT PRO G130
CAVITRON 3000 G110
CAVITRON PROPHY JET G111
CAVITRON SELECT SPS G124
CAVITRON SPS G119
CAVITRON CAVIJET 30 G113
CAVITRON JET SPS G120
CAVITRON PLUS_G131_
CAVITRON PLUS JET G132
CAVITRON PLUS G136 TAP-ON
CAVITRON PLUS JET G137 TAP-ON

OTHER SCALER TYPES
DENTAMERICA MAGNETO SCALER
DENTAMERICA PIEZO
HENRY SCHEIN ACCELEAN
PARKELL CLEAN MACHINE
PARKELL LECLEAN MACHINE
BIOSONIC US 100
MICROSON 101
MICROSON 102
SONATRON
SONUS
VETRAISON
EMS MINI PIEZON
EMS PIEZON MASTER 400 & 600
EMS AIR FLOW SCALER & POLISHER
PRO SELECT 3
PRO SELECT PLATINUM

ELECTROSURGERY UNITS
COLES
HEALTHCO
PARKELL
ELLMAN
MACAN
STROBEX

CURING LIGHTS - GUN TYPE
HEALTHCO (SAME AS THE DEMETRON VCL 300)
PATTERSON (SAME AS THE DEMETRON VCL 300)
DEMETRON VCL SERIES 50 THROUGH 300
BISCO VIP CURING LIGHT
BISCO VIP JR. CURING LIGHT
CHATEAU (SAME AS THE ROLENCE CU-100RLC)
DEMETRON OPTILUX 400, 401, 500, 501
DENTAMERICA LITEX 300
DENTSPLY CAULK MAX LIGHT
DENTSPLY PROLIGHT 300
DENTSPLY SPECTRUM
DENTSPLY SPECTRUM 800
HILUX 200
RELIANCE ORTHOCURE 2000
ROLENCE CU-100RLC
ROLENCE CU-80
ROLENCE Q-LUX
ROLENCE Q-LUX PROV
3M VISILUX & VISILUX II
COLTOLUX 75
CURING LIGHTS - L.E.D. TYPES

Most LED curing lights are not made to be repaired. However, we can address battery & charger problems. Please send in all parts including powersupply and charging base for estimates. Some brand names that we are able to repair are:

- Reliance NM468
- L.E.Demetron
- LED Blast
- Smart Lite IQ
- Heraeus - Kulzer
- Dentamerica

ULTRASONIC CLEANERS

- Sonix IV all sizes
- ADC all sizes
- Healthco 3/4 gallon
- L&R and Sweepzone all sizes
- Branson all sizes
- Healthsonic all sizes
- Henry Schein all sizes
- Patterson all sizes
- BioSonic all sizes

AMALGAMATORS

- Henry Schein
- ADEC
- Silmat
- Wig-L-Bug
- Kerr Automix
- Kerr Optimix
- Promix

SMALL EQUIPMENT REPAIR WARRANTY

6 month warranty on all small equipment repairs unless otherwise stated.

Light bulbs are not covered under warranty. Warranty is limited to work performed and parts replaced. Damage, abuse or lack of proper maintenance can void warranty.

We also repair just about anything else you can find in a dental office that can be sent to us by mail or UPS.